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Abstract
Let G be an abelian group of order g. A difference matrix based on G, denoted (g, k; 1)-DM, is a
k×g matrixA=[aij ], aij inG, such that for each 1r < sk, the differences arj − asj , 1jg,
comprise all the elements of G. If G = Zg , the difference matrix is called cyclic and denoted by
(g, k; 1)-CDM. Motivated by the construction of g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3), we consider the existence of
(g, 4; 1)-DMs. It is proved that a (g, 4; 1)-DM exists if and only if g4 and g /≡ 2(mod 4). Some
new results on (g, k; 1)-CDMs are also obtained, which are useful in the construction of both optical
orthogonal codes and Z-cyclic whist tournaments.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be an abelian group of order g. A difference matrix based on G, denoted (g, k; 1)-
DM, is a k × g matrix A= [aij ], aij in G, such that for each 1r < sk, the differences
arj − asj , 1jg, comprise all the elements of G. If G = Zg , the difference matrix is
called cyclic and denoted by (g, k; 1)-CDM.
Difference matrices have been studied primarily as a consequence of their uses in the
construction of orthogonal arrays (see, for example, [6,15]). Difference matrices have also
been found useful in the construction of authentication codes without secrecy [29], software
testing [11,12], data compression [27] and general Steiner triple systems related to constant
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weight codes [33]. Jungnickel [26] established the following necessary condition for the
existence of a (g, k; 1)-DM.
Lemma 1.1. If a (g, k; 1)-DM exists, then gk.
Let m be a positive integer and let X be a set of points. LetT = {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} be a
partition of X into disjoint sets Ti for 1 im, which we will call the groups ofT. By a
transverse ofT we mean a subset of X that meets each Ti in at most one point.
An H-design on T is deﬁned to be a collection of k-element transverses of T, called
blocks, such that each t-element transverse is contained in exactly one of them. If |T1| =
|T2| = · · · = |Tm| = r , we denote it by H(m, r, k, t).
An H(m, r, 4, 3) is called s-fan if its block set B can be partitioned into disjoint subsets
B1,B2, . . . ,Bs andA such that each Bi is the block set of an H(m, r, 4, 2) for 1 is
andA=B\⋃si=1Bi . An H(4, r, 4, 2) is known as a transversal design TD(4, r).
Recently, Ji and Zhu proved in [24, Lemma 2.6] that: if there exists a (g, 4; 1)-DM,
then there exists a g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3). They mentioned in [24, Section 5] that: “The g-fan
H(4, g, 4, 3) design has played an important role in our recursive constructions. Lemma 2.6
shows how to get a g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3) from a (g, 4; 1)-difference matrix. So, the existence
problem for either a g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3) or a (g, 4; 1)-difference matrix is interesting for
further study.”
In this paper, we consider the existence of (g, 4; 1)-DMs. Firstly, we have the following
known results.
Lemma 1.2 (Drake [16]). A (g, k; 1)-DM does not exist whenever g ≡ 2 (mod 4) and
k3.
Lemma 1.3 (Wu et al. [33]). Suppose g is a positive integer and g ≡ 0 (mod 4), then there
exists a (g, 4; 1)-DM.
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. A (g, 4; 1)-DM exists if and only if g4 and g /≡ 2 (mod 4).
The paper is organized as follows. Several construction methods for difference matrices
are illustrated in Section 2, which serve as a mechanism to produce new difference matrices.
As a preliminary result, we establish in Section 3, that a (g, 4; 1)-CDM exists for any
odd g5 and (g, 27) = 9. Lower bounds on k in (g, k; 1)-CDMs for odd 3g299
are also tabulated. These are useful in the construction of both optical orthogonal codes
[8–10,18,19,22,34] and Z-cyclic whist tournaments [3,5,20,21,23]. The last section presents
the proof for our main result and contains some remarks. For the existence results and
detailed information on difference matrices, the reader is referred to [14] and the references
therein.
2. Construction methods
In this section, we will show several constructions for difference matrices. Some of them
are focused on cyclic groups and can be easily generalized to the case over abelian groups.
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In the sequel, if not stated speciﬁcally, we will generally discuss our constructions over
abelian groups. Our ﬁrst construction is a direct construction.
Lemma 2.1 (Colbourn and Colbourn [13]). Let v and k be positive integers such that
gcd(v, (k− 1)!)= 1. Let dij ≡ ij (mod v) for i = 0, 1, . . . , k− 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , v− 1.
Then D = (dij ) is a (v, k; 1)-CDM. In particular, if v is an odd prime number, then there
exists a (v, k; 1)-CDM for any integer k (v).
Our second construction is, in fact, also a direct construction, which employs special
types of whist tournaments. We need the following concepts.
A whist tournament Wh(v) on v players is a (v, 4, 3)-BIBD meeting additional condi-
tions.An ordered block (a, b, c, d) denotes a game (or table) in which the partner pair {a, c}
opposes the partner pair {b, d}. The whist conditions include that every player partners ev-
ery other player exactly once, and opposes every other player exactly twice. Moreover, the
games are divided into rounds. If v ≡ 0 (mod 4) each player plays in one game in each
round (so that theWh(v) is a resolvable design), while if v ≡ 1 (mod 4) each player plays
in one game in all but one of the rounds (so that theWh(v) is a near resolvable design). It
is known [4] that aWh(v) exists for all v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4).
A Wh(4m + 1) is Z-cyclic if the players are the elements of Z4m+1 and round j + 1 is
obtained from round j by adding 1 (mod 4m + 1) to each element. A Wh(4m) is Z-cyclic
if the players are the elements of Z4m−1 ∪ {∞} and the rounds are similarly cyclically
generated (∞+ 1=∞). Thus a Z-cyclicWh(4m) is a 1-rotational design. By convention,
in a Z-cyclicWh(4m+ 1), 0 is missing from the initial round.
Special types ofwhist tournaments have been studied extensively. In a game (a, b, c, d), b
is called a’s left hand opponent and c’s right hand opponent. Considering a, b, c, d as seated
round a table, similar deﬁnitions apply to each of a, c and d. A directed whist tournament is
a whist tournament in which every player plays every other player as a left (and as a right)
hand opponent exactly once. Opponent pairs {a, b}, {c, d} are called pairs of opponents
of the ﬁrst kind, while {a, d}, {b, c} are called pairs of opponents of the second kind. A
triplewhist tournament, TWh(v), is a whist tournament in which every player opposes
every other player once as an opponent of the ﬁrst kind, and once as an opponent of the
second kind.
The ﬁrst part of the following construction appeared in [5].
Lemma 2.2. Let v ≡ 1 (mod 4). If there exists a Z-cyclic triplewhist or directed whist
tournamentWh(v), then there exists a (v, 5; 1)-CDM.
Proof. Suppose we have a Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament Wh(v). Take aiv = 0 for each
1 i4, and a5j = 0 for each 1jv. For each j, 1jv − 1, take a1j = j , a2j = j ’s
initial round partner, a3j = j ’s initial round opponent of the ﬁrst kind, and a4j = j ’s initial
round opponent of the second kind.
Suppose we have a Z-cyclic directed whist tournament Wh(v). Take aiv = 0 for each
1 i4, and a5j = 0 for each 1jv. For each j, 1jv − 1, take a1j = j , a2j = j ’s
initial round partner, a3j = j ’s initial round opponent of the left hand, and a4j = j ’s initial
round opponent of the right hand. 
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Before describing our recursive constructions for difference matrices, we ﬁrst introduce
the following auxiliary designs. For more detailed information on some of these related
combinatorial structures, the reader is referred to [6,15].
We ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of a holey difference family or an HDF. Let G be an abelian
group of order g and H be its subgroup of order h. Let K be a set of integers such that if
k ∈ K then k2. A (K, g;h)-HDF over (G;H) is deﬁned to be a family F of subsets
(called base blocks) of G such that for any B ∈F, |B| ∈ K , and the difference list
F= {a − b : a, b ∈ B, a = b, B ∈F}
contains each element of G\H exactly once, while any element of H does not appear in
F, or equivalently,
F=G\H .
Hence, H is a hole. When K = {k}, we often omit the braces and write k for K. A (k, g;h)-
HDF is also named as a (g, h, k, 1) relative difference family (see, for example, [7]). If
h= 1 or k, it is just the well known (g, k, 1) difference family which generates a balanced
incomplete block design.
Closely related to (k, g;h)-HDF is a holey difference matrix (HDM). LetG be an abelian
group of order g and H be a subgroup of order h in G. A (k, g;h)-HDM over (G;H) is
a k × (g − h) matrix A = [aij ], aij in G, such that for each 1r < sk, the differences
arj−asj , 1j(g−h), comprise all the elements ofG\H .A (k, g;h)-HDM is also called
an incomplete difference matrix (see, for example, [9,30]). When h = 1, a (k, g; 1)-HDM
is just a (g, k; 1)-DM.
A transversal design (TD) TD(k, n) is a triple (X,G,A), where X is a kn-set of points,
G is a collection of n-subsets of X (called groups) which partition X, andA is a collection
of subsets of X (called blocks). Each block meets every group in exactly one point and is
such that any pair of points from distinct groups occurs in exactly one block ofA. Thus, it
follows that each block contains k points and there is total of n2 blocks. It is well known that
a TD(k, n) is equivalent to k−2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of order n, and
a TD(k, n) having a parallel class is equivalent to k − 2 mutually orthogonal idempotent
Latin squares (idempotent MOLS) of order n.
The following result is simple but very useful.
Lemma 2.3. If both a (k, g;h)-HDM over (G;H) and an (h, k; 1)-DM over H exist, then
so does a (g, k; 1)-DMoverG. In particular, if both a cyclic (k, g;h)-HDMand an (h, k; 1)-
CDM exist, then a (g, k; 1)-CDM exists.
Jimbo and Kuriki [25] proved that if both a (g, k, 1) difference family over Zg with
g ≡ 1 (mod k(k − 1)) and a TD(k + 1, k) exist, then so does a (g, k; 1)-CDM. The
following lemma can be regarded as a generalization of their result.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose there exists a (K, g;h)-HDF. If there exists a TD(n, k) having a
parallel class for each k ∈ K , then there exists an (n, g;h)-HDM.
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Proof. LetF={Bi : i=1, 2, . . . , m} be the family of base blocks of the given (K, g;h)-
HDF over (G;H). Let Ik={0, 1, 2, . . . , k−1} and (Ik×{1, 2, . . . , n}, {Ik×{i} : 1 in},
A) be a TD(n, k) with a parallel class
P= {{(p, 1), (p, 2), . . . , (p, n)} : p ∈ Ik}.
LetA0=A\P={Aj : 1jk(k−1)}.We can assume thatAj ={(a1j , 1), (a2j , 2), . . . ,
(anj , n)} for 1jk(k − 1). Then {a1j , a2j , . . . , anj } ⊆ Ik and |{a1j , a2j , . . . , anj }| = n
for any 1jk(k − 1).
For any base block B = {bi : 0 ik − 1} ∈ F, deﬁne an n × (k(k − 1)) array
DB = (xij ) as follows: xij = baij for 1 in and 1jk(k − 1). It is readily checked
that the multi-set {xrj − xsj : 1jk(k − 1)} of differences arising from DB is equal to
(B) for any 1r = sn.
Now deﬁne an n× (g−h) arrayD= (DB1 |DB2 | · · · |DBm). ThenD is an (n, g;h)-HDM
over (G;H). 
The following construction is a product construction.
Lemma 2.5 (Colbourn and de Launey [14]). If there is a (g, k; 1)-DM over G and a
(g′, k; 1)-DM over G′, then there is a (gg′, k; 1)-DM over G×G′.
The following construction is another kind of product construction, which serves gener-
ally to combine two known cyclic difference matrices of orders g and g′ into a new one.
Lemma 2.6. If both a cyclic (k, g;h)-HDM and a (g′, k; 1)-CDM exist, then so does a
cyclic (k, gg′;hg′)-HDM. In particular, if there exist both a (g, k; 1)-CDMand a (g′, k; 1)-
CDM, then there exists a (gg′, k; 1)-CDM.
Proof. LetA= (aij ) be a cyclic (k, g;h)-HDMwith aij ∈ Zg andB= (bit ) be a (g′, k; 1)-
CDMwith bit ∈ Zg′ for 1 ik, 1j(g−h) and 1 tg′.We deﬁne a k×((g−h)g′)
array
D = (aij + bit · g),
where the additive operation is performed inZgg′ . It is a routine matter of checking to verify
that D is a cyclic (k, gg′;hg′)-HDM. 
3. Cyclic difference matrices
In this section, we investigate the existence of (g, k; 1)-CDMs. First, we have the
following necessary conditions for the existence of a (g, k; 1)-CDM.
Lemma 3.1. A (g, k; 1)-CDM does not exist whenever g ≡ 0 (mod 2) and k3.
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Proof. Suppose we have a (g, k; 1)-CDM with k3. Let A= (aij ) be the given (g, k; 1)-
CDM with aij ∈ Zg for 1 ik and 1jg. Then, we have




(a2j − a1j )=
g∑
j=1
(a3j − a1j )=
g∑
j=1




(a3j − a2j )=
g∑
j=1




(a3j − a1j )−
g∑
j=1
(a2j − a1j )= 0.
This contradicts the statement
∑g
j=1(a3j − a2j ) ≡ g/2 (mod g). The conclusion of the
lemma now follows. 
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. A (g, 3; 1)-CDM exists if and only if g3 and g ≡ 1 (mod 2).
For the existence of (g, k; 1)-CDMs with k4, we have the following known results.
Lemma 3.3 (Evans [17]). If g > 3 is odd and not divisible by 9, then there exists a (g, 4; 1)-
CDM.
Lemma 3.4 (Abel and Ge [3]). A (g, 5; 1)-CDM exists for any integer g, satisfying any of
the following four conditions: (1) (g, 6)= 1, (2) g ∈ {15, 27, 39, 51}, (3) g ≡ 9 (mod 12),
21g129, (4) g ≡ 21 (mod 60), g < 1000, g /∈ {321, 501, 681, 801}.
Lemma 3.5 (Abel and Ge [3]). There exists a (g, 6; 1)-CDM for each g ∈ {33, 39, 51}.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a (g, 5; 1)-CDMfor eachg ∈ {123, 153, 159, 177, 183, 207, 213,
219, 237, 243, 279}.
Proof. For each given g, a (K, g; 1)-HDF over (Zg; {0}) with K containing only prime
powers greater than 5 was constructed in [1, Lemma 7.1]. Applying Lemma 2.4, we obtain
the desired cyclic difference matrices. 
Lemma 3.7. There exists a (g, k; 1)-CDM for each (g, k) ∈ {(57, 8), (63, 7), (99, 4),
(171, 4)}.
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Proof. For (g, k) = (57, 8), the set {1, 6, 7, 9, 19, 38, 42, 49} forms a difference set over
Z57. Hence, we have a (57, 8; 1)-CDM by Lemma 2.4.
For (g, k) = (63, 7), the set {0, 1, 3, 7, 15, 20, 31, 41} forms an (8, 63; 7)-HDF over
(Z63; {0, 9, . . . , 56}). Hence, we have an (8, 63; 7)-HDM over (Z63; {0, 9, . . . , 56}) by
Lemma 2.4. Since we have a (7, 7; 1)-CDM by Lemma 2.1, we have a (63, 7; 1)-CDM by
Lemma 2.3.
For (g, k)= (99, 4), the base blocks {0, 1, 3, 7, 12, 26, 61}, {0, 8, 28, 52, 65}, {0, 10, 27,
43}, {0, 15, 36, 68}, {0, 18, 40, 69} form a ({4, 5, 7}, 99; 1)-HDF over (Z99; {0}). Hence,
we have a (99, 4; 1)-CDM by Lemma 2.4.
For (g, k)= (171, 4), a ({4, 7, 8}, 171; 1)-HDF over (Z171; {0}) was constructed in [28,
Lemma 6.2]. Applying Lemma 2.4, we obtain the desired cyclic difference matrix. 
Lemma 3.8. There exists a (g, k; 1)-CDM for each (g, k) listed in Table 1 with g ∈
{49, 75, 121, 135, 165, 169, 189, 195, 225, 231, 255, 273, 285, 289, 297}.
Proof. For each given (g, k), we factor g into the product of m and n such that there exist
both an (m, k; 1)-CDM and an (n, k; 1)-CDM.We list the suitable parameters g,m, n such
that g =m · n below.
g = 49 : m= 7, n= 7; g = 169 : m= 13, n= 13; g = 255 : m= 5, n= 51;
g = 75 : m= 5, n= 15; g = 189 : m= 7, n= 27; g = 273 : m= 7, n= 39;
g = 121 : m= 11, n= 11; g = 195 : m= 5, n= 39; g = 285 : m= 5, n= 57;
g = 135 : m= 5, n= 27; g = 225 : m= 5, n= 45; g = 289 : m= 17, n= 17;
g = 165 : m= 5, n= 33; g = 231 : m= 7, n= 33; g = 297 : m= 11, n= 27.
Here, the ingredient cyclic difference matrices an (m, k; 1)-CDM and an (n, k; 1)-CDM
come from Lemmas 2.1, 3.4 and 3.5. Applying Lemma 2.6, we obtain the desired cyclic
difference matrices. 
Lemma 3.9. There exists a (g, k; 1)-CDM for each (g, k) listed in Table 1. On the other
hand, there does not exist a (9, 4; 1)-CDM.
Proof. A complete computer search shows that there does not exist a (9, 4; 1)-CDM. For
(g, k)= (35, 6) and (55, 7), see respectively, [31] and [32]. For (g, k)= (141, 5), a Z-cyclic
directed whist tournamentWh(141) was constructed in [2, Example 23]. Hence, we have a
(141, 5; 1)-CDM by Lemma 2.2. Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 3.3–3.8, the conclusion then
follows. 
Lemma 3.10. There exists a (3i , 5; 1)-CDM for each i3.
Proof. For each i ∈ {3, 4, 5}, we have a (3i , 5; 1)-CDM by Lemma 3.9. For each given 3i
with i6, we can write 3i = 27j · 3s with j1 and s ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Applying Lemma 2.6
recursively, we obtain the desired cyclic difference matrices. 












Lower bounds on k in (g, k; 1)-CDMs for odd 3g299
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39
0 3 5 7 3 11 13 5 17 19 5 23 5 5 29 31 6 6 37 6
40 41 43 5 47 7 6 13 7 8 59 61 7 5 67 5 71 73 5 7 79
80 5 83 5 4 89 7 5 5 97 4 101 103 5 107 109 4 113 5 5 7
120 11 5 5 127 5 131 7 5 137 139 5 11 5 5 149 151 5 5 157 5
160 7 163 5 167 13 4 173 5 5 179 181 5 5 11 5 191 193 5 197 199
200 5 7 5 5 11 211 5 5 7 5 13 223 5 227 229 6 233 5 5 239
240 241 5 5 13 4 251 11 5 257 7 5 263 5 4 269 271 6 5 277 5
280 281 283 5 7 17 4 293 5 5 13
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Proof. When (g, 27)= 1, the required designs come from Lemma 3.4.When (g, 27)= 27,
write g = 3i · g′ with i3 and (g′, 3) = 1. Applying Lemma 2.6 with the ingredient
cyclic difference matrices coming from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10, we obtain the desired cyclic
difference matrices. 
Combining Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.11, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12. If g5 is odd and (g, 27) = 9, then there exists a (g, 4; 1)-CDM.
4. Concluding remarks
Now, we are in a position to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The necessity comes from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. When g ≡ 0
(mod 4), the required difference matrices come from Lemma 1.3. When g ≡ 1 (mod 2)
and (g, 27) = 9, the required designs come from Theorem 3.12. When g ≡ 1 (mod 2) and
(g, 27)=9, write g=9 ·g′ with (g′, 6)=1. Let dij = ij for i, j ∈ GF(9), thenD= (dij )
is a (9, 9; 1)-DM over (GF(9),+,). We also have a (g′, 4; 1)-DM over Zg′ by Lemma
3.4. Applying Lemma 2.5, we obtain a (g, 4; 1)-DM over GF(9)× Zg/9 as desired. 
Combining [24, Lemma 2.6] and Theorem 1.4, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.1. If g4 and g /≡ 2 (mod 4), then a g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3) exists.
In this paper, we have presented several construction methods for difference matrix over
an abelian group. The existence of (g, 4; 1)-DMs and (g, 3; 1)-CDMs is solved completely
in Theorems 1.4 and 3.2, respectively. New inﬁnite classes for (g, k; 1)-CDMs with k4
are given in Theorems 3.11 and 3.12. These results allow us to establish Theorem 4.1. But,
no (g, 4; 1)-DM exists when g ≡ 2 (mod 4). One natural problem is
Question 1. Is there a g-fan H(4, g, 4, 3) for any g ≡ 2 (mod 4)?
From the proof of Theorem 1.4, we can see that: if there exists a (g, 4; 1)-CDM for all
g = 9p with p an odd prime and p5, then the conclusion stated in Theorem 1.4 can be
strengthened to the case over Zg mainly by applying Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 3.12. This
assumption is shown to be true forp31 in Lemma 3.9. Hence, the following open problem
is interesting:
Question 2. Is there a (9p, 4; 1)-CDM for any odd prime p37?
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